1998 bmw 328 specs

We all strive for success. But once we reach that goal, we are presented with a whole new set of
problems. For instance, if you have a popular product, do you simply stick with what works, or
try to improve it? For BMW, and its successful 3-Series sedan, the answer was easy. Build a
better 3-Series. But considering how fine and well received the previous model was, some may
wonder if BMW could improve the 3-Series enough to make it worth the effort. Well, those folks
need to wonder no longer. The new 2. Horsepower is up slightly from to But, like the 2. That
shaves off 51 pounds of weight. The new Double VANOS variable valve timing system, which
now controls both camshafts, brings access to the broad, linear powerband down to 3, rpm,
versus 3, before. This helped us launch our compact cruise missile to 60 in 6. Although after
several enthusiastic send-offs, we did detect a bit of clutch slippage. Which is now
self-adjusting, and designed to keep pedal effort constant and increase clutch life. It connects a
5-speed transmission that several of our drivers found the shifter to be a bit on the rubbery
side. A new 5-speed automatic is also available. Definitely not rubbery is the suspension. A
wider track, 2. The strut-type front suspension is still in place. But now features forged
aluminum lower arms and hydraulic cushions. In back, the Central Link set up comes with
twin-tube gas shocks, and new cast aluminum upper transverse links. On the track, this
translates into a nearly neutral handling car that offers up razor sharp turn-ins, with very little
understeer. Directional changes are effortless, and side-to-side transitions are tightly
controlled, with just enough body roll to keep the car from being overly harsh. Our drivers liked
the feedback from the evenly weighted, engine-speed sensitive, variable-assist power rack and
pinion steering, and its quick turning ratio. Thoughtful upgrades to the braking system include
larger, ventilated discs front and rear, and electronic brake proportioning. But we thought the
average of feet from 60 rather longish for a BMW. Although the more we used them, the
stronger they got. ABS, of course, is a given, and straight-line stability is rock solid. Out on the
open road, ride and handling are nothing short of superb. Despite its modest The most obvious
changes coming to the front end, where the 3-Series now gets a grille set into the hood, like its
larger 5 and 7-Series siblings, and larger 17x8-inch cast alloy wheels that come with the
optional Sport Package. Like the newly available Myrtle wood accents throughout the cabin.
Now, much has been written about the improvements in cabin space, and overall it is 5 percent
larger in total interior volume. The 3-Series has moved from subcompact to compact size. We
do care about price, however. This puts the i within shouting distance of its rarer, and racier
cousin, the M3. But life is full of compromises. A new i, that is. Sponsored By:. Watch Full
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Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. It is the successor to
the 02 Series and has been produced in seven different generations. The M version of the 3
series, M3 , debuted with the E30 M3 in At launch, all models used carburetted 4-cylinder
engines; however, fuel-injected models were introduced in late and 6-cylinder engines were
added in A cabriolet body style â€” manufactured by Baur â€” was available from to On
introduction in , the E30 was produced solely in the 2-door sedan body style. Four-door sedan
models were introduced in , convertibles were introduced in and estate "Touring" models were
introduced in The E30 was the first 3 Series to be available in wagon and 4-door sedan body
styles. It was also the first 3 Series to offer a diesel engine, and all-wheel drive was introduced
to the 3 Series range with the iX model. The E36 was the first 3 Series to be offered in a
hatchback body style. It was also the first 3 Series to be available with a 6-speed manual
transmission in the M3 , a 5-speed automatic transmission and a four-cylinder diesel engine.
The multi-link rear suspension was also a significant upgrade compared with previous
generations of the 3 Series. The E36 was named in Car and Driver magazine's 10Best list for
every year it was on sale. The M3 model is powered by the S50 and S52 straight-six engines. It
was sold in coupe, sedan and convertible body styles. The E46 generation introduced various
electronic features to the 3 Series, including satellite navigation, electronic brake-force
distribution, rain-sensing wipers and LED tail-lights. Due to the separate model codes for each
body style, the term "E9X" is sometimes used to describe this generation of the 3 Series. In , the
i became the first 3 Series model to be sold with a turbocharged petrol engine. The E90 also saw
the introduction of run-flat tires to the 3 Series range. Consequently, cars with run-flats are not
equipped with a spare tire. It was released in and was produced in sedan, coupe and cabriolet
body styles. A long wheelbase sedan is also available in China. A new body style was
introduced into the 3 Series range: the 3 Series Gran Turismo , a long-wheelbase hatchback. In ,
a plug-in hybrid drivetrain was first used in the 3 Series, in the e model. The M3 version
designated F80, the first time an M3 has used a separate model designation was released in and
is powered by the S55 twin-turbo straight-6 engine. Production ended in with the end of F31
Touring production in June. The official images of the vehicle were revealed a day prior to its
unveiling. The seventh generation of the 3 Series is also offered as a station wagon. It's been
announced that the M3 will come back for the model year, codenamed G80 from the 7th
generation 3 Series G The 3 Series has been on Car and Driver magazine's annual 10Best list 22
times, from through , making it the longest running entry in the list. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Not to be confused with BMW i3. Motor vehicle. Main article: BMW M3. BMW AG.
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